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Contract Law 2017-06-30
this innovative and accessible text offers a straightforward and clear introduction to the law of contract suitable for use across geographical boundaries it introduces the key principles of contract law
by comparing solutions from different jurisdictions and has an innovative design with text boxes colour and graphics making it a highly attractive tool for studying this revised second edition has been
updated to reflect the most recent changes in the law including the french reform of the law of obligations and the new uk consumer rights act a whole new chapter on contracts and third parties has
also been added

Studies in Contract Law 2012
this innovative and accessible text offers a straightforward and clear introduction to the law of contract suitable for use across geographical boundaries unlike most other texts which tend either to
introduce students to the national contrac

Contract Law 2014-08-29
this book provides invaluable assistance to all those facing coursework assignments or examinations in contract law it provides the student with an easy method of identifying all the main points in a
particular area whilst teaching by illustration the skills needed to write good answers to contract questions the questions and answers cover all the main areas dealt with in undergraduate and pgdl
contract courses this edition which contains several completely new questions has been fully revised to take account of recent developments the most important of these are the house of lords decisions
in royal bank of scotland v etridge no 2 2001 undue influence and farley v skinner 2001 damages for non pecuniary loss and the court of appeal decision in great peace shipping ltd v tsavliris salvage
international ltd 2002 mistake in the area of contract formation the consumer protection distance selling regulations 2000 and the european directive on electronic commerce 2000 are both fully
covered and the developing area of contracting over the internet is dealt with in detail

Studies in Contract Law 2008-01-01
foundational principles of contract law not only sets out the principles and rules of contract law it places more emphasis on what the principles and rules of contract law should be based on policy
morality and experience a major premise of the book is that the best way to grasp contract law is to understand it from a critical perspective as an organic dynamic subject when contract law is
approached in this way it is much easier to grasp and learn than when it is presented simply as a static collection of principles and rules professor eisenberg covers almost all areas of contract law
including the enforceability of promises remedies for breach of contract problems of assent form contracts the effect of mistake and changed circumstances interpretation and problems of performance
although the emphasis of the book is on the principles and rules of contract law it also covers important theories in contract law such as the theory of efficient breach the theory of overreliance the
normative theory of contracts formalism and theories of contract interpretation

Contract Law 2003
this textbook provides an accessible account of the intricacies of contract law and the problems that can arise during the life of a contract these problems along with their solutions are discussed in
detail using everyday language that stimulates thought and reflection
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Foundational Principles of Contract Law 2018-09-20
this book offers an accessible introduction to american contract law useful to both first year law students and advanced contract scholars

Contract Law 2012-04-12
contract law in perspective complements black letter treatments of contract by looking at legal doctrine and statutes in their social political and economic contexts it increases students understanding
of the law of contract as well as convinces them why it is so important to us all in addition to describing the key doctrines in the field it explains the ideology behind them and considers the extent to
which they serve the needs of the business community and consumers the book broadens understanding and appreciation of the subject by reference to the big ideas in contract theory and how these
relate to practice at a level which is suitable for students this fifth edition has been substantially revised and now includes sections on privity and the rights of third parties act as well as a discussion of
the law commision s unfair terms in contract draft bill includes new chapter introductions and summaries designed to help students identify the key points and reflect on what they have learnt provides
advice on further reading pointing students towards sources for more detailed study now includes additional self test questions for students at the end of each chapter to enable them to consolidate
and practice at regular intervals

Contract Law 2012-10-15
it is a matter of some difficulty for the english lawyer to predict the effect of a misapprehension upon the formation of a contract the common law doctrine of mistake is a confused one with
contradictory theoretical underpinnings and seemingly irreconcilable cases this book explains the common law doctrine through an examination of the historical development of the doctrine in english
law beginning with an overview of contractual mistakes in roman law the book examines how theories of mistake were received at various points into english contract law from roman and civil law
sources these transplants made for pragmatic rather than principled reasons combined in an uneasy manner with the pre existing english contract law the book also examines the substantive changes
brought about in contractual mistake by the judicature act 1873 and the fusion of law and equity through its historical examination of mistake in contract law the book provides not only insights into
the nature of innovation and continuity within the common law but also the fate of legal transplants

Contract Law in Perspective 2008-08-18
derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this practical analysis of the law of contracts in lithuania covers every aspect of the subject definition and classification of
contracts contractual liability relation to the law of property good faith burden of proof defects penalty clauses arbitration clauses remedies in case of non performance damages power of attorney and
much more lawyers who handle transnational contracts will appreciate the explanation of fundamental differences in terminology application and procedure from one legal system to another as well as
the international aspects of contract law throughout the book the treatment emphasizes drafting considerations an introduction in which contracts are defined and contrasted to torts quasi contracts
and property is followed by a discussion of the concepts of consideration or cause and other underlying principles of the formation of contract subsequent chapters cover the doctrines of relative effect
termination of contract and remedies for non performance the second part of the book recognizing the need to categorize an agreement as a specific contract in order to determine the rules which
apply to it describes the nature of agency sale lease building contracts and other types of contract facts are presented in such a way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in
varying contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance its succinct yet scholarly nature as well as the practical quality of the information it provides make this book a valuable time saving tool
for business and legal professionals alike lawyers representing parties with interests in lithuania will welcome this very useful guide and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the
study of comparative contract law
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Problems in Contract Law 2007 2009-07-30
this book introduces the reader to a number of ideas and issues that underlie the english law of contract an area of law that is often regarded as forbiddingly dry and technical but which is here made
easy to understand and full of interest taking as its starting point the role contract law plays in helping markets to operate the book explains how contract law regulates the commercial risks people
take while at the same time placing limits on what may be bought and sold and ensuring that contractual powers are not unacceptably abused a final chapter discusses how contract law can be used to
make gifts of binding promises to other people the book provides a rigorous and stimulating journey through the ideas underpinning contract law and is essential reading for anyone with an interest in
the subject clearly written and bursting with interesting and novel ideas this lively book will be a great resource for anyone interested in contract law paul s davies professor of commercial law
university college london

Mistakes in Contract Law 2010-01-15
this textbook covers the contract law option of the new a level law syllabus and provides at the same time an ideal introduction for anybody coming to the subject for the first time the book covers all a
level syllabuses specification requirements and is written by the principal examiner in contract law for one of the major examination boards it contains extensive case illustration and a range of
examination related questions and activities there is a special focus on key skills and on the new synoptic assessment syllabus requirements this fully updated fourth edition builds upon the success of
the first three editions with new case law especially on offer and acceptance legal intent terms exemption clauses and misrepresentation remedies and coverage of new statute law especially unfair
terms in consumer contracts regulations

Contract Law in Lithuania 2023-03-20
interesting and informative perspectives on contract law is an anthology of legal scholarship that presents both seminal and cutting edge writing by luminaries in the field featuring selections from a
new generation of contracts scholars including steven j burton nathan b oman margaret radin and more along with additional content by alan schwartz and robert e scott this text offers a diversity of
articles that reflect a variety of contact theorists and perspectives created with the first year law student in mind this text provides introductory text and study guides that frame each article and
helpfully suggest salient themes a logical and modular organization make this reader suitable for use alongside any contracts casebook

Key Ideas in Contract Law 2017-08-10
hardbound new hardbound print book

Problems in Contract Law 1971
in this book leading scholars from australia canada hong kong new zealand singapore the united kingdom and the united states deal with important theoretical and practical issues in the law of
contract and closely related areas of private law the articles analyse developments in the law of estoppel mistake undue influence the interpretation of contracts assignment exclusion clauses and
damages the articles also address more theoretical issues such as discerning the limits of contract law the role of principle in the development of contract doctrine and the morality of promising with
its rich scope of contributors and topics exploring contract law will be highly useful to lawyers judges and academics across the common law world contributors rick bigwood richard bronaugh mindy
chen wishart helge dedek gerald h l fridman mark p gergen andrew s gold kelvin f k low jason w neyers stephen g a pitel andrew roberston stephen a smith robert stevens andrew tettenborn chee ho
tham catherine valcke stephen waddams charlie webb foreword by justice ian binnie of the supreme court of canada
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Contract Law 2013-06-17
this complete guide to all aspects of contract law gives a thorough explanation of the law sharply focused commentary and an in depth analysis of the case law

Perspectives on Contract Law 2018-03-12
this book introduces the reader to a number of ideas and issues that underlie the english law of contract taking as its starting point the role contract law plays in helping markets to operate the author
explains how contract law regulates the commercial risks people take while at the same time placing limits on what may be bought and sold and ensuring that contractual powers are not unacceptably
abused a final chapter discusses how contract law can be used to make gifts of binding promises to other people

Studies in Contract Law 2017
this collection of essays brings together the work of many of the world s leading contract law scholars it focuses upon a common central theme the question of good faith and fair dealing in the law of
contract the work discusses the requirement of good faith and its role in the formation of contracts contractual obligations and breach of contract and remedial issues

Exploring Contract Law 2009-05-14
this casebook provides detailed information on contract law the casebook provides the tools for fast easy on point research it includes selected cases designed to illustrate the development of a body of
law on a particular subject text and explanatory materials designed for law study accompany the cases

The Law of Contract 2007-08-16
the unidroit principles of international contracts first published in 1994 have met with extraordinary success in the legal and business community worldwide prepared by a group of eminent experts
from all major legal systems of the world they provide a comprehensive set of rules for international commercial contracts available in more than 20 language versions they are increasingly being used
by national legislatures as a source of inspiration in law reform projects by lawyers as guidelines in contract negotiations and by arbitrators as a legal basis for the settlement of disputes in 2004 a new
edition of the unidroit principles was approved containing five new chapters and adaptations to take into account electronic contracting this new edition of an international restatement of contract law
is the first comprehensive introduction to the unidroit principles 2004 in addition it provides an extensive survey and analysis of the actual use of the unidroit principles in practice with special
emphasis on the different ways in which they have been interpreted and applied by the courts and arbitral tribunals in the hundred or so cases reported worldwide the book also contains the full text of
the preamble and the 180 articles of the unidroit principles 2004 in chinese english french german italian and russian as well as the 1994 edition in spanish published under the transnational
publishers imprint

Key Ideas in Contract Law 2020
this collection brings together some of the main contributions to an important area of this work the economics of contract law
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Good Faith and Fault in Contract Law 1995
mastering contract law explores the basic principles and purposes of contract law including a discussion of background principles and traditions of private ordering the book explains contract
formation interpretation and the requirement of written evidence for enforcement of certain types of promises it explores the themes and doctrines of reliance restitution and the importance of public
policy in contract law chapters include all of the areas of contract law typically covered in the first year course including the bargained for exchange unenforceable contracts performance and breach
obstacles to performance modification pre contractual obligation remedies and damages and stakeholders other than contracting parties including the third party beneficiary doctrine delegation and
assignment the organization of the book reflects the five sequential questions that frame the thought processes of lawyers and judges dealing with contracts issues for example before considering
whether a party s conduct amounts to a breach a judge would answer the question whether the parties had indeed formed a contract in addition to explaining the major cases traditionally covered in
contracts classes the authors present common sense examples and hypotheticals in order to link student intuitions about fairness and competition to the law of contracting

The Capability Problem in Contract Law 2004
this textbook is an engaging introduction to the more advanced writings on contract law primarily designed to allow students to get under the skin of the topic and begin to build their critical thinking
and analysis skills each chapter is structured around key questions and debates that provoke deeper thought and ultimately a clearer understanding this edition has been extensively rewritten to
include new cases and scholarship throughout new sections include no oral modification clauses substantive fairness regulation of standard form contracts and remoteness of damage in contract an
excellent book for students of contract law who wish to know more the aim of the book is not to present a complete overview of theoretical issues in contract law but rather to illustrate the current
debates which are currently going on among those working in shaping the area the text features summaries of the views of notable experts on key topics and each chapter ends with a list of guided
further reading new to this edition extensively rewritten to include new cases and scholarship throughout new sections and debates include no oral modification clauses substantive fairness regulation
of standard form contracts and remoteness of damage in contract

An International Restatement of Contract Law 2009-03-01
the modern law of contract is a clear and logical textbook written by an experienced author team with well over 50 years teaching and examining experience fully updated to address the consumer
rights act 2015 and recent key cases in contract law it offers a carefully tailored overview of all key topics for llb and gdl courses the book also includes a number of learning features designed to
enhance comprehension and aid exam preparation allowing the reader to understand and remember core topics boxed chapter summaries offer a useful checklist for students while illustrative
diagrams help to clarify difficult concepts identify important cases and assess their relevance key case features highlight and contextualise the most significant cases reflect on how contract law
operates in context highlighted for thought features ask students to consider what if scenarios while in focus features offer critical commentary on the law consolidate learning and prepare for
assessment further reading lists and comparison website directions at the end of each chapter direct you to additional interactive resources to test and reinforce your knowledge clearly written and
easy to use the modern law of contract enables undergraduate students of contract law to fully engage with the topic and gain a profound understanding of this fundamental area

Readings in the Economics of Contract Law 1989
this book approaches contract law from its social political and economic context and by doing so aims to broaden understanding and appreciation of the subject at a level which is suitable for students
legal and business perspectives are introduced as are some sociological and economic ideas and influences
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Mastering Contract Law 2011
in a text that originally formed the opening chapter to butterworths common law series the law of contract roger brownsword explores the key themes of contract law as it enters the twenty first
century the positive critical response to his in depth discussion of a number of issues including the range of classical and modern influences over the current law has led to this publication of the
chapter as a book

Great Debates in Contract Law 2020-04-02
essays addressing a variety of issues in the theory and practice of contract law

The Modern Law of Contract 2017-07-14
declared dead some twenty five years ago the idea of freedom of contract has enjoyed a remarkable intellectual revival in the fall and rise of freedom of contract leading scholars in the fields of
contract law and law and economics analyze the new interest in bargaining freedom the 1970s was a decade of regulatory triumphalism in north america marked by a surge in consumer securities and
environmental regulation legal scholars predicted the death of contract and its replacement by regulation and reliance based theories of liability instead we have witnessed the reemergence of free
bargaining norms this revival can be attributed to the rise of law and economics which laid bare the intellectual failure of anticontractarian theories scholars in this school note that consumers are not
as helpless as they have been made out to be and that intrusive legal rules meant ostensibly to help them often leave them worse off contract law principles have also been very robust in areas far
afield from traditional contract law and the essays in this volume consider how free bargaining rights might reasonably be extended in tort property land use planning bankruptcy and divorce and
family law this book will be of particular interest to legal scholars and specialists in contract law economics and public policy planners will also be challenged by its novel arguments contributors
gregory s alexander margaret f brinig f h buckley robert cooter steven j eagle robert c ellickson richard a epstein william a fischel michael klausner bruce h kobayashi geoffrey p miller timothy j muris
robert h nelson eric a posner robert k rasmussen larry e ribstein roberta romano paul h rubin alan schwartz elizabeth s scott robert e scott michael j trebilcock

Contract Law in Perspective 2004
the seventh edition casebook has several distinct aims those who prefer to emphasize the centrality of remedies and the economic orientation that implies will find the new order of chapters congenial
those who cannot imagine not starting with a discussion of the concept of bargain or even offer and acceptance will find that they do not need to rip the book apart to do so new teachers who are likely
to view the experience of teaching contracts very differently at the end of the semester need not worry about conducting major surgery to change their approach the next year the book is constructed
out of relatively brief interchangeable and free standing blocks at the same time the authors continue to avoid the temptation to edit cases heavily it remains very important to present a judicial opinion
that discloses the judge s process of decision and enough of the reasoning underlying the conclusion for students to appreciate the decision making process it appears that most students and teachers
prefer newer cases and up to date issues for examination the authors have sadly bid farewell to a number of old friends that have been replaced by more contemporary cases these new cases present
students with relevant issues stated in a currently recognizable voice

Contract Law 2000
derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this practical analysis of the law of contracts in greece covers every aspect of the subject definition and classification of
contracts contractual liability relation to the law of property good faith burden of proof defects penalty clauses arbitration clauses remedies in case of non performance damages power of attorney and
much more lawyers who handle transnational contracts will appreciate the explanation of fundamental differences in terminology application and procedure from one legal system to another as well as
the international aspects of contract law throughout the book the treatment emphasizes drafting considerations an introduction in which contracts are defined and contrasted to torts quasi contracts
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and property is followed by a discussion of the concepts of consideration or cause and other underlying principles of the formation of contract subsequent chapters cover the doctrines of relative effect
termination of contract and remedies for non performance the second part of the book recognizing the need to categorize an agreement as a specific contract in order to determine the rules which
apply to it describes the nature of agency sale lease building contracts and other types of contract facts are presented in such a way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in
varying contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance its succinct yet scholarly nature as well as the practical quality of the information it provides make this book a valuable time saving tool
for business and legal professionals alike lawyers representing parties with interests in greece will welcome this very useful guide and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study
of comparative contract law

The Theory of Contract Law 2001-02-05
providing a comprehensive practice oriented approach to the legal and practical aspects of contract law contract law in focus offers realworld scenarios throughout give students numerous
opportunities to apply and solidify their understanding of important concepts clear explanatory text case previews and case follow ups further clarify the doctrine and aid in student understanding this
text begins with a helpful introduction to the study of contract law providing basic information about the way contracts are governed in the united states it then introduces formation of contracts
covering offer acceptance consideration and exceptions to consideration the casebook moves on to provide clear and comprehensive discussions of defenses excuses and remedies for breach by
effectively synthesizing the statutory law common law relevant rules and secondary sources while offering a focus on understanding contract law as it developed in the past exists today and will evolve
in the future the authors have created an indispensable guide for students learning contract law

The Fall and Rise of Freedom of Contract 1999-08-27
the 2023 tenth edition of contract law and its application introduces first year law students to common law reasoning legal interpretation lawyering and legal institutions through basic american
contract law the contracts canon is presented in relatively brief free standing units that may be sequenced as the instructor prefers the casebook focuses on contract interpretation as a primary means
to resolve a wide range of doctrinal and practical contract problems the tenth edition s core remains the full traditional canon of american contract law the classic common law cases ucc article 2 sales
and the restatement second contracts in each case with updated and current questions and notes emphasizing the application of that doctrine in the 21st century new additions to the materials
integrate the new restatement of consumer contracts tent dft 2 and restatement third restitution the tenth edition also provides updated treatment of arbitration reflecting new developments over the
availability of collective relief under arbitration agreements viking river cruises in addition the tenth edition includes new cases and notes on controversial topics such as enforceability of non
disparagement and non disclosure covenants in employment contracts and settlement agreements denson v donald j trump for president pay now terms later contracts of adhesion gestational
surrogacy agreements force majeure and other pandemic related excuse doctrines the recoverability of non economic damages in contract disgorgement remedies extensions and limitations of liability
to third party beneficiaries litigation finance agreements the tenth edition s appendices provide easy reference to all relevant sections of the restatement second contracts and ucc obviating students
need to purchase a statutory supplement as with prior editions the tenth edition includes comparative law materials indicating alternative approaches to common problems in other common law
systems as well as legal systems with disparate legal traditions in europe latin america and asia

Contract Law and Its Application 2006
the latest cases and legislative changes in contract law understanding contract law includes the latest cases in legislative changes with clear discussions to illustrate the main issues helping to make
contract law accessible to readers
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Contract Law in Greece 2017-05-11
the principles of law aims to provide the law student with texts on the major areas within the law syllabus each text is designed to identify and expound upon the content of the syllabus in a logical
order citing the main and up to date authorities this work covers contract law

Contract Law in Focus 2016-09-20
this textbook takes a fresh approach to contract law as a first edition it reflects the subject in the 21st century more accurately than other texts comprehensive and scholarly it maps the curriculum
perfectly but detailed references and further reading sections encourage students to explore the subject further understanding is paramount and chapter introductions clearly guide students through
the material the textbook takes an innovative approach to case law breaking down and discussing individual elements of a case and selecting short key extracts it gives students the tools to read cases
independently and with confidence an examination of the historical and theoretical foundations of the subject and a concluding chapter tracking emerging fields ensure the broadest possible
perspective discussion of key recent cases such as durham tess valley airport 2010 and chartbrook 2009 make this important new text a must for contract law students

Contract Law and Its Application 2022-12-09

Understanding Contract Law 2010

Principles of Contract Law 1997

Contract Law 2011-05-26

Problems in Contract Law 2003-01-08

Contract Law and Practice 1990
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